STRONG

NATURinFORM’s new load-bearing deck
STRONG in brown

Stable

l

Versatile

l

Easy to lay

STRONG

Load-bearing deck / Massive deck

Are you looking for a really stable floor surface that doesn’t need
a complicated underlying construction? Do you want it to look
natural? Then let our new load-bearing deck STRONG work for you.
Its height of 38 mm means that this massive deck is extremely
strong and can be used most diversely, for example as a floor surface
for stairs, marinas, pergolas or patios. STRONG is a great option for
covering larger gaps – without needing an underlying construction.
The deck is optically convincing thanks to its natural wooden grain
and is available in brown, anthracite and grey. Its appealing surface
is available slightly brushed, or finely striated, thereby looking both
natural, but also highly up-market. The decks are screwed according
to our manual ‘Screwing’ (the patio deck screw 5.5 x 80 mm stainless
steel must be used). The gap between the decks is between 7-8 mm.
Thanks to the wooden composite material the load-bearing deck is
not only splinter-free, but also extremely low on maintenance and is
therefore highly suitable for your favourite spot outdoors.

Format
Surface
Standard lengths
Requirements
Gaps between the
underlying construction
Gewicht
Weight

Height approx. 38 mm,
width approx. 140 mm
Wooden grain, slightly brushed		
or finely striated
4 metres
1 square metre consists of
approx. 7 metres of load-bearing decks /
massive decks
Up to max. 80 cm
ca. 6,2 kg/m
Approx. 6.2 kg per metre

Surfaces for the load-bearing deck / massive deck:

To prevent water collecting between the load-bearing deck and the underlying
construction, please use the spacer.

Anthracite

Grey
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